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Substance

› Personal scientific attitude

• Reflective skill (overview and precision)

• Timeliness

• ................



Substance – industry demands
› “a skill set that is needed to succeed in a 

fast paced and ever changing business environment”

Galuppo and Worzala 2004, p.40, in JREPE

Reflective skills
Timeliness



Substance – academic teaching (1/3)
› Traditional classroom
• Lectures, assignments, computer labs …



Substance – academic teaching (1/3)
› Traditional classroom
• Lectures, assignments, computer labs …

› relatively large-scale
› pre-defined topics



Substance – academic teaching (2/3)
› Complementary methods for training reflective skills
• Flipped classroom, problem based, serious gaming

› “Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, 
involve me and I learn.”

Benjamin Franklin

Attention for critical reflection in RE edu.: e.g. Ford & Elkes (2008); Poon et al. (2011)



Substance – academic teaching (3/3)
› Personal scientific attitude

• Reflective skills

• Timeliness

• ................



Substance – academic teaching (3/3)
› Personal scientific attitude

• Reflective skills

• Timeliness

• Curiosity

“I have no special talents. I am only passionately curious”
Albert Einstein.

Miller et al. (2008) in Science

Limited formal role for curiosity in (RE) curricula



Personal Scientific Highlights Diary on RE

› Tracking/developing your own scientific RE expertise, 
discoveries, problems, observations and thoughts.



A basic but complementary teaching ‘tool’
› Diaries applied at:

• University of Groningen, RE Master students
• Instructors: Frans Sijtsma, Michiel Daams
• Annually, over Sep-Nov, since 2014

• George Washington University, MBA students
• Instructor: Tom Geurts
• Starting from Jan.2017
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› Short note on format

› Preliminary analysis of diary content

› Concluding remarks
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Part of course in RE & Land Supply (Groningen)

1. Theory focus: literature (book and set of articles)

2. Empirical (data) seminars + report on assignments

3.   Bonus activity: RE diary



Personal Scientific Highlights Diary

› Non-compulsory / bonus activity (true motivation)

› Each year ±2/3rds out of ±40 students participate



The diary of Sjors



The diary of Christiaan



The diary of Marlous



Next
› Short note on format

› Preliminary analysis of diary content

› Concluding remarks



Preliminary analysis
› Sample: 5 diaries, out of 28 (diaries over 2016-2017)

› 34 diary-entries were classified

› Aim: first impression



Reflections on Student 1 Student 2 Student 3 Student 4 Student 5 Total
Literature studied 2 1 1 4

Newspaper article 3 3 6
Class 1 1 6 8
Being on the street 
and seeing RE things

1 2 3

RE in own town 1 3 1 5
Diary writing and 
private life 
introduction

1 1 2

Study content and 
relation to 
profession

1 1

RE of friends and 
family

2 2

Non coded 1 1 1 3
Total 9 7 4 7 7 34



Robbert on rents and regulation



Jolien on location-random RE investments



Ashley’s mix of diary entries
(figures: own copies of articles Ashly wrote about)



Diaries – interesting dish in a RE course?

Regular deepening of own thoughts



Next
› Short note on format

› Preliminary analysis of diary content

› Concluding remarks



Some benefits of the Diary Method
› For students
• Formal ‘outlet’  for students’ curiosity
• Trains reflective thinking and writing
• Helps develop a personal scientific style

› For teachers
• Personalizes teaching
• More topics than you can come up with
• Measure of student quality & progress
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Thoughts to share?





Grading or no grading?
› Bonus points on top of the final course-grade (1-10) 
• +0.6
• +0.8
• +1.0
• 3 criteria: input frequency, ‘quality’, form

• Can’t compensate insufficient grade
*Bookkeeping: students digitize their finalized diaries, we store them

• Non-compulsory (true motivation)


